
EXCEPTIONS TO INDEFEASIBILITY 
 

If registered, assume title is indefeasible then see if exceptions apply. 
 

FRAUD (NO LIMITATION PERIOD APPLIES – S 21(1)(a) LAA) 
 

X has an indefeasible [interest] as their [interest] is registered. X may be able to have the 
mortgage set aside if he can prove Y acted fraudulently (s 42(1) TLA) 
• To do this they must show that X was actually dishonest, and that the fraud was 

brought home to the RP (Assets) 
 

1. WHAT TYPE OF FRAUD? 
 

Actual dishonesty 
 

Forgery 
A was actually dishonest when he forged D’s signature. 
• “not constructive or equitable fraud” (Assets) 
 
Wilful blindness 
a) Arousal of suspicions and failure to make inquiries for fear of learning the truth; and 
b) Must be a dishonest failure to inquire or reckless indifference, not ‘mere carelessness’ 

(e.g. failing to follow company procedure negligent not dishonest) (Pyramid) 
a.  The fact that the party might have discovered the fraud had it exercised more 

care or made inquiries is not enough. 
 
False attestation 
X will argue Y was actually dishonest when he falsely attested that he saw the _______ 
being signed in Z’s presence. To lodge a falsely attested instrument amounts to statutory 
fraud on the registrar. (Russo) 
 
Requirements to constitute fraud:  

1. The witness must either: 
a. Have knowledge of the false attestation to constitute wilful blindness, and 

therefore fraud against the registrar (De Jager: employees all knew false 
attestation happened) OR  

b. Act recklessly and not caring whether that person was the signee (Russo)  
 

AND 
 

2. The witness must understand the consequences of false attestation (Russo – law 
clerk didn’t fully understand) 

a. Even if the (D’s) attestation was false, there was no fraud because there was 
no evidence that he knew he was putting the mortgage forward on the path 
to registration. (Russo) 

AND 



TENANTS IN POSSESSION – S 42(2)(e) 
 

X will argue that Y takes the land subject to his paramount interest as tenant in possession 
(s 42(2)(e)) 
• Remember Mercantile Credits – only covenants intimately connected with the land 

indefeasible.  
• Downie: 

o This extends to equity of rectification arising from the lease – i.e. fix/add 
o This section to be widely construed – includes tenants at will, commercial, 

residential, business. 
 

Tenancy arising prior to mortgage (Perpetual Trustees) 
• The interest of a TIP does not necessarily take priority over a subsequent RP.  
• Further, an RP in competition with a TIP cannot rely on the indefeasibility of title that 

would otherwise accrue were it not for s 42(2)(e 
• The effect of s 42(2)(e) is to strip the registered interest of indefeasibility so as to assess 

priority as if between two equitable interests. An equitable v equitable priority dispute 
ensues. GO TO NOTICE TEST 

 
Mortgage arising prior to tenancy (Balanced v Bianco) 
• S 42(2)(e) is not unqualified in its effect. It must be read subject to ss 77(4) and 78(1).  
• As the mortgagee did not consent to the lease in writing (s 87C), the mortgagee has 

priority and is not bound by the lease, leaving the tenant in a precarious position. 
(Balanced v Bianco) 

o Mortgagee can apply to registrar for removal, variation or reinstatement of lease 
(s 88A) and can then subsequently exercise power of sale under s 77(4).  

o If mortgagee consents, they lose their power of sale to sell from the lease (s 
77(4)).  

• Creation of mortgage occurs at time of execution, not registration – the commercial 
reality is that a mortgagee may for a variety of reasons delay registration. 

 
VOLUNTEERS 

 
‘X may argue that because Y is a volunteer, their interest is not indefeasible under s 42’ 
• The stance in Victoria is that a volunteer’s land is not indefeasible upon registration. 

Thus, volunteers are bound by prior equitable interests. (Bogdanovic) 
• However, this position has been heavily criticised on the grounds that it takes away from 

the certainty + simplicity of title provided by Torrens legislation. Further, the stance in 
NSW is that a volunteer’s title is indefeasible (Rasmussen), and the High Court recently 
suggested the same in Farah Constructions obiter. 

• Nonetheless, the current position in Victoria means that X is unlikely to benefit from 
indefeasibility as he is a volunteer 
 

INCONSISTENT LEGISLATION 
 

‘X may argue that [the statute] overrides s 42 indefeasibility as it is inconsistent. HOWEVER, 
it is more likely the statutes not inconsistent as they operate in different spheres: s ____ is 



EQUITABLE INTERESTS ARISING BY OPERATION OF LAW 
 
At law, X has/is _____. Equity will follow the law unless something justifies departure. 
Equity recognises many forms of contributions from the parties.  
• It is possible for Y to be a sole owner at law and co-owner in equity. (Vedejs) 

 
RESULTING TRUST 

 
‘Resulting trusts do not require written evidence’; ‘they arise at the time of acquisition’ 
(Calverley) 
Equity presumes that parties do not intend to give away their interest 
 
1. IS THERE A RESULTING TRUST? 
 
Voluntary/gratuitous 
Because Y paid all of the consideration, there is a presumption that X is holding the property 
on resulting trust for Y’  
 
Purchase money resulting trust 
Equal contributions but in one person’s name 
• In equity, S and X hold distinct shares of their contribution to the purchase price at the 

time of acquisition on trust’; or 
 
Unequal contributions but in both names 
• As X and Y they contributed different amounts to the purchase price, at equity S and J 

hold distinct shares of their contribution to the purchase price on trust as TICs’ 
• Note – liability under mortgage is contribution to purchase price, it is irrelevant 

who makes the repayments (Calverley) 
 
2. IS THERE CONTRARY INTENTION 
• e.g. statement that ‘this is a gift’ = no RT 
 
3. IS THERE PREUMPTION OF ADVANCEMENT? 
• ‘As X is Y’s husband, there is a presumption that his contribution is a gift’ (not vice versa) 

• In Caverley, Gibbs CJ was willing to extend the presumption to de-facto 
relationships. However, Mason and Brennan JJ disagreed so this is no settled law. 

• ‘As X is Y’s parent/loco-parentus, there is a presumption that his contribution is a gift’ 
(not vice versa) 

 
4. IS THERE A CONTRARY INTENTION TO THE PRESUMPTION? 
• e.g. statement that ‘this is a loan’ or parents intended property to be for joint benefit 

(Boumelheim) 
 
• Matrimonial home contrary intention (Cummins) STATE EVEN DOESN’T APPLY 

• Where husband and wife are joint proprietors of a ‘matrimonial home’ they will 
be presumed to be joint tenants irrespective of their contributions  



CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST 
 

At law, X is/has _____. Equity will follow the law unless something justifies departure. 
Equity recognises many forms of contributions from the parties.  
• It is possible for Y to be a sole owner at law and co-owner in equity. (Vedejs) 
 

1. COMMON INTENTION CONSTRUCTIVE TRUSTS 
 
“CICTs are institutional. To prove one, X must establish that the elements from Ogilvie: 
 
1. COMMON INTENTION 
• In ______, there was clearly/arguably an actual common intention that X was to have a 

beneficial interest in the property 
• Can be inferred by words or conduct but not imputed. 
• Cannot be inferred from what is ‘fair and reasonable’ 
• Not merely inferred by joint occupation. 
• Can be inferred by subsequent conduct (Vedejs) 
• Intention must relate to the property 

§ ‘I will take care of you’ will not be specific enough! 
 
2. DETRIMENTAL RELIANCE 
• By ______, X acted to their detriment in reliance of the common intention. 

• Must be more than mere disappointment, must be material disadvantage 
(Ogilvie) 

§ Not getting the benefit is not in itself detrimental 
• May be financial or non-financial 

§ E.g. looking after someone, turning down other opportunities. 
 
3. UNCONSCIONABILITY 
• Having gained the full benefit of ______, it would be unconscionable and a fraud on H to 

deny the oral agreement and defeat the beneficial interest that was promised.  
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 

PROPRIETARY ESTOPPEL 
 

(Following CICT) ‘X may alternatively bring a claim of proprietary estoppel’. 
 
1. REPRESENTATION 
• X will argue that in _______, Y created an expectation that he would acquire a future 

proprietary right (Inwards) 
• E.g. ‘this will be yours one day’ (Giumelli; Sidhu); allowing someone to build 

property on your land to live in (Inwards) 
 
2. RELIANCE  



PRIORITY DISPUTES 

Registered v registered interest 
• s 34 TLA provides that priority is given to the interest which is registered first 
 
Registered v equitable interest 
• Effects of s 40(1) (sterility provision) and s 43 (notice provision) mean that registered 

interest will always take priority over prior equitable interest 
o UNLESS there is a proven exception to indefeasibility. 

 
Equitable interest v equitable interest  
• Determined by ‘priority rules’ 
 

PRIOR EQUTABLE INTEREST V SUBSEQUENT EQUITABLE INTEREST 
 
Whether X is able to get back the (sum of money/interest) depends on whether their 
(interest) has priority over Ys. 
 
1. NOTICE TEST 
• Despite criticism, the notice test must be applied first (Moffett) 
• X’s subsequent interest cannot prevail over Y’s prior interest if they take their interest 

with notice of Y’s prior interest (Moffett) 
• CONCLUDE: in this case, X did not know about Y so the test does not apply. 
 
• Actual notice is fatal - ‘if notice exists this is the decisive factor and no enquiries about 

the relative strength of the equitable interests should be made’ – Brooking J 
 
• Constructive notice? 

o Constructive notice is likely sufficient (obiter in Moffett; Dowsett J in Perpetual – 
their occupation was constructive notice). However, this has been criticised, with 
Moore & Stone JJ in Perpetual stating it is likely insufficient.) 

 
• Exceptions (Moffett) 

o Estoppel – where conduct of prior interest holder induces later interest holder to 
believe their interest does not exist 

o Where the first interest holder agrees to postponement/waives priority. 
 
2. MERITS TEST 
It is appropriate to consider both merits tests, though they often will lead to the same 
outcome. 
 
a) Better Equity Test (Rice) 
This test states that the better equity prevails but if they’re equal, first in time wins. 
 
b) Prima facie first in time (Abigail) 


